Interpreting Steffen Thomas Art through Quilts for Arts In
Bloom, 2019 - Information for Participants in Quilting
Workshop
Workshop Date and Time:

August 21, 2018
10 AM – 4 PM

Workshop Leaders:

Kay Dejno and Kay Spors

Workshop Location:

Steffen Thomas Museum of Art
4200 Bethany Road
Buckhead, GA 30625
706-342-7557

Max. size of art quilt to be made = 36” x 36”
If a participant is considering exhibiting their quilt in Arts In Bloom 2019 at the
Steffen Thomas Museum of Art, then the Steffen Thomas art that is selected
must come from printouts provided or pictures taken at the Museum. If a
piece of ST art is chosen from the internet or website, there is no guarantee
that the Museum has that piece on-site for display with the finished quilt for
Arts In Bloom. If a piece of ST art is chosen from the internet or website, the
quilter must send the image to Patricia DuBose at STMA
(patricia@steffenthomas.org) for approval.
Art quilts should be turned in to Kay Dejno or Kay Spors by March 5, 2019.
There will be a signup sheet at the June Guild Meeting for the workshop.
There is no charge for this workshop; it’s a freebie for Lake Oconee Quilt
Guild Members!
On the day of the workshop, bring pictures of the art piece you have selected
and fabrics you want to use in the art piece, cutting tools, sharpies, and light
box if you have one. It is also helpful if you have an enlargement of the
picture made to the size you want to make your piece. We will not sew that
day, just exchange ideas on how to proceed with the project. There may
even be some swapping of fabrics! Also bring some embellishments you
think might work with your piece. Kay Dejno and Kay Spors will facilitate the
workshop and help with ideas. If you have a small iron, that would be helpful,

but not everyone needs to bring one; we can share. Bring your lunch. It
should be a fun day!

